1. Introduction {#SEC1}
===============

A wide variety of microorganisms are transmitted within healthcare settings, posing significant threats to both patients and healthcare workers. Some pathogens, such as SARS associated coronavirus and Ebola, have the potential to disseminate widely in community populations. Other types of emergent threats are represented by antibiotic-resistant bacteria, such as methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (*MRSA*) or vancomycin-resistant *Enterococcus*, many of which have become endemic in hospitals. Although a substantial body of knowledge has accumulated about the epidemiology of nosocomial, or hospital associated, infections, much remains unknown about modes of transmission. For instance, is acquisition of a pathogen a consequence of direct patient to patient contact, is it mediated by health care workers, or is it the result of general environmental contamination? Hospitals routinely collect and maintain extensive records of patient admission and discharge times to and from wards and units, and records are also available for the sample times and results of laboratory tests to detect pathogens colonizing and infecting patients. Colonization generally refers to the situation where bacteria are living on the skin or in other body sites without causing disease. Our usage of the term also refers to the state in which an individual is shedding an organism and capable of transmitting to others, i.e. is infectious. Clinical infection is disease caused by a microorganism. For bacteria that cause nosocomial infection, colonization typically precedes clinical infection. Because we do not analyse clinical data here, we are unable to distinguish asymptomatic colonization from clinical infection. The ultimate objective of our work is to reduce the rates of nosocomial infection. Hospital records have been used in a variety of ways to estimate rates of colonization and hence measure the effect of interventions designed to reduce acquisition rates. Our work focuses on patient level models as opposed to compartmental models ([@B2]; [@B15]), and is thus very much in the vein of [@B5] and [@B3], and more recently, [@B14], [@B24] and [@B9].

Patient level nosocomial infection modelling is a classical hidden variable statistical problem: although swab tests and admission data are informative, the precise time of colonization is very unlikely to be observed. [@B3] briefly reviewed previous attempts to address the problem before introducing an augmented data approach. In this, the observed data are augmented by the unobservable times of colonization, the values of which are repeatedly imputed based on current parameter values and the observed data. The imputations and parameter updates are made using Markov chain Monte Carlo stochastic integration (*MCMC*) which, with care, ensures that the parameter values so generated constitute a correlated sample from the posterior densities of the parameters in a Bayesian analysis. These methods can typically also be adapted for stochastic optimization to find maximum likelihood or maximum posterior estimates, but we will not consider this further in this work.

The benefit of the hidden variable approach is that, given the augmented data values, the estimation problem is greatly simplified. The cost is that many samplings of the augmented data need to be made which may be computationally expensive and often intricate to program. Although the model of [@B3] was specified in continuous time, their program implemented a discrete time approximation. [@B22] gave a somewhat more efficient discrete time implementation, and provided a true continuous time solution. They showed that the continuous implementation was no more computationally demanding than the discrete time one, and moreover, eliminated some biases in parameter estimation. The programs we provide for the analyses described here are implemented in continuous time.

The novel contribution of this work is to extend the susceptible-infected, or *SI*, model which assumes that once colonized an individual immediately becomes infectious and remains so for the duration of the study, to models that allow for decolonization or loss of infectiousness, i.e. susceptible-infected-susceptible or *SIS* models, and for a latent period following exposure and preceding infectiousness, i.e. susceptible-exposed-infected-susceptible or *SEIS* models. The model assumption that the infectious state never resolves conflicts with the current body of knowledge about the nature of colonization. Substantial empirical evidence has accumulated that a variety of types of bacteria which colonize human hosts, including MRSA, can be lost and reacquired during follow-up ([@B11]; [@B10]; [@B19]). Rather than assuming that every negative surveillance test that occurs after a positive test is always a false negative, it is much more realistic to allow the possibility of decolonization. For the most part, information for estimating the decolonization rate comes from tests done on patients with previous positives tests, hence, this will be better estimated under a regime of regular surveillance testing. Incorporating a latent period enhances the realism of the model as, in nature, there is always some lag between transmission and onset of infectiousness in the newly colonized host. For SIS and SEIS models the number of transitions in different imputations of the augmented data can vary, and, thus, so will the dimensionality of the problem. We address this using reversible jump MCMC, or *RJMCMC*, updates for the patient histories that constitute the augmented data ([@B8]).

We now also allow for data from multiple facilities and multiple wards or units within a facility. The movements of patients between units and time spent outside of any unit are tracked and the colonization status at readmission will depend on the status at previous discharge and the time between these events. A two- or three-state continuous time Markov process is used to model the out of facility colonization process depending on whether or not the model allows for a latent state. Models that assume that no patients are hospitalized more than once fail to account for the reality that readmission occurs with appreciable frequency. The reason this simplifying assumption is problematic is that readmission provides the key link between past transmission and future importation. The notion that this is an epidemiologically important relationship has received support in previous studies of MRSA colonization ([@B12]): lagged facility-level MRSA acquisition was found to be temporally correlated with admission prevalence. The out of unit decolonization rate is informed by the colonization status on readmission for patients likely to have been colonized on their discharge, and will decrease at the the time interval between hospitalization increases.

We also introduce a new parameter for the probability that a patient in the unit at the onset of the study is colonized. In previous models such individuals were typically treated as time zero admissions, and while the practical effect of this is likely to be minimal, it is clearly an inappropriate assumption as the patient might be colonized as the result of previous in unit exposure. We note that we regard this as a nuisance parameter introduced to avoid problems in estimating parameters of interest rather than something interesting in its own right.

Finally, we consider three types of patient-to-patient transmission models: models where the hazard to a patient of becoming colonized is constant; is proportional to the number of colonized patients in the unit and/or facility, usually called the *density dependent model*; or is proportional to the proportion of colonized patients, usually called the *frequency dependent model* ([@B16]).

In order to inform model choice, we follow [@B5] in using cross validation, [@B6] and [@B3] in using the deviance information criterion (*DIC*), ([@B20]) as both fit very naturally into our framework, although both require additional MCMC runs over and above those needed for parameter estimation. We make the slight extension from leave one out cross validation to a version that allows for arbitrary sets of tests to be omitted in the estimation phase before being predicted. [@B1] consider several possible versions of the DIC for missing data problems which treat the augmented variables variously as data or parameters. As the DIC requires calculation of deviances under fixed parameter estimates, we find it inappropriate in a context where the augmented variables are complete patient histories rather than simple numerical quantities, so that using a posterior mean estimate for example is not well defined. We, therefore, have chosen to implement what [@B1] refer to as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$DIC_6$\end{document}$, a version that treats the augmented variables as data. We also consider the *widely applicable, or Watanabe--Akaike, information criteria (WAIC)* ([@B23]). This has the computational attraction of being calculable from statistics generated in the course of the simulation run for parameter estimation, thus, unlike cross validation and DIC it requires minimal additional effort. We will explore these model selection approaches in the example we have chosen to illustrate our methods. This will be an analysis of MRSA surveillance test results over a 1-year period from a Veterans Administration hospital comprising seven different units.

2. Methods {#SEC2}
==========

2.1 Observable data and events {#SEC2.1}
------------------------------

The hospital record information required for estimating transmission model parameters can conveniently be specified as a list of events, each specified by five fields: unique integer identifiers for the facility, unit and patient, a decimal specifying the time of the event and an integer code giving the type of the event. As we track transfers of patients between facilities and units, it is essential that their identifiers are uniquely defined throughout the entire data set, not just unique within a unit. Times are expressed as decimals in days to arbitrary precision and relative to a common reference time. By facility we mean a hospital, long-term care facility, or similar and units within a facility may include, for instance, wards or intensive care units.

Observed events include admissions, discharges and tests. We identify patients present in a unit at the beginning of a study and indicate these with what we refer to as an in situ event and distinguish these from true admission events that occur subsequently. Test events are taken to occur at the time the test samples were obtained, not the time at which the results became available. On input, the event list is checked for consistency so that the admission and discharge times specify a coherent history of inpatient episodes, and that test events only occur during an episode. Multiple inpatient episodes for the same individual are identified and linked. If time data are not sufficiently precise, for instance, if reported only to the nearest day, then concurrent events are sorted so that admissions and discharges make a coherent history. Concurrent negative and positive test are sorted arbitrarily. We prepend and append events indicating the start and stop of the study to the list.

2.2 Unobservable events and augmented data {#SEC2.2}
------------------------------------------

The unobservable elements that complete the augmented data set in this hidden Markov model comprise the state of a patient on admission to a unit, and subsequent changes in that state. In the three state SEIS model, a patient may be uncolonized, in the latent period, or colonized and infectious. Acquisition, progression and decolonization events, respectively, indicate the transitions out of these states and into the next in a cyclical pattern. Individuals in the latent state are assumed not to be infectious, and should be negative in any tests. In the two state SIS model, there is no latent period and individuals move directly from uncolonized to colonized on acquisition.

At the beginning of the MCMC simulation, these unobserved variables specifying each patient's underlying colonization status are initialized arbitrarily subject only to their being colonized at the time of any positive test, so that the initial configuration has positive probability under models that do not allow for false-positive tests. At subsequent MCMC updates, we use the Metropolis--Hastings method proposing a new colonization history for each individual inpatient episode and accepting or rejecting with the appropriate probability.

2.3 Models and parameters {#SEC2.3}
-------------------------
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}{}\begin{equation*} \pi(D | \theta) = \prod_{e \in D} g(e ; \theta) h(e^{-},e; \theta) \label{likelihood} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ where the product is taken over all events other than the start event which has no predecessor. The function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The information required to calculate this likelihood will vary depending on the choice of model, however, for all the models considered below the following is sufficient. For each event $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Much of the programming effort in implementing these analyses is in constructing data structures that capture this information, and efficiently maintain it in the course of MCMC updates.
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}{}$\phi$\end{document}$, that there are no false positives, and that the testing process is independent of the underlying colonization state of a patient. Transitions between colonization states for individuals not currently within the system are assumed to follow a three-state cyclical Markov process with transition rates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\nu$\end{document}$ out of the uncolonized, latent and colonized states, respectively. We will discuss only briefly the steps required for variations of this model that we have also implemented.

The gap terms can be calculated as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This model was chosen as the simplest Markov process that reflects the same cyclical progression modeled for inpatients. While acquisition and decolonization rates for outpatients might well be different to those for inpatients, it would be reasonable to assume the same progression rate for both processes. In enforcing this constraint, however, we would lose the independence between inpatient and outpatient processes that we have if we condition on the augmented data, and, thus, complicate the parameter updating procedures. So for purely pragmatic reasons we do not enforce this constraint.

2.4 Model variations {#SEC2.4}
--------------------
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For models that allow for transmission within facilities, as well as within units, additional terms and parameters are required for the gap probabilities, and ([3](#dqx010M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) also changes.

It is straightforward to allow progression, decolonization and test parameters to depend on the facility or unit specific to the event, however, see the notes below on using such extensions. If the rate of testing is allowed to depend on the colonization status of the patient, this must also be accounted for in the gap term.

Using the two-state SIS model is straightforward: progression events are removed from the framework and patients transition immediately from uncolonized to colonized on acquisition. Equation ([2](#dqx010M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The out of unit process simplifies greatly to give $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \tau(t) = \frac{1}{\nu+\kappa} \left ( \begin{array}{@{}cc@{}} \nu & \kappa \\ \nu & \kappa \end{array} \right ) - \frac{e^{-t(\nu+\kappa)}}{\nu+\kappa} \left ( \begin{array}{@{}cc@{}} -\kappa & \kappa \\ \nu & -\nu \\ \end{array} \right ) \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ with the first matrix giving the importation probabilities for the first entry into the system. This two-state process is different to that used by [@B3] who had the probability of being colonized at readmission going to zero as the time out of the system increased, whereas here it tends to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.5 Parameter priors and MCMC updates {#SEC2.5}
-------------------------------------
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}{}$\pi(\theta) = \pi(\lambda,\rho,\delta,\phi,\sigma,\kappa,\mu,\nu)$\end{document}$ specify the parameter posterior distribution given the augmented data. We can sample from this posterior using MCMC updates for both the parameters given the augmented data, and the unobservable elements in the augmented data given the parameter values and observed data.

For the parameters that are probabilities we have implemented Beta or Dirichlet priors as these are conjugate with the appropriate elements of the likelihood making posterior sampling straightforward in most cases. For rate parameters, we assume Gamma priors as these are again in many cases conjugate with the likelihood and make posterior sampling with Gibbs updates easy.

Given the augmented data, the conditional distribution of several parameters are independent of the other parameters, and because of conjugacy, updates can be generated by Gibbs sampling ([@B7]) using simple counts of sufficient statistics. For instance, the in situ colonized probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\phi$\end{document}$ can be updated in this way. In other cases, Metropolis's method is employed ([@B17]) using symmetrical proposals following logit and log transformations, respectively, for probability and rate parameters. For any given state of the augmented data, the calculations required for Metropolis updates are very quick, so, to improve mixing we make 100, of these updates after each augmented data update. The parameters of the out of unit colonization process, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.6 RJMCMC updates for the augmented data {#SEC2.6}
-----------------------------------------

As with [@B3] and [@B22], we use stochastic integration to account for the uncertainty in the augmented data set by making a round of updates that sample from the conditional distribution of each patient's underlying colonization states given the observed data, the current parameter values, and the current history of all other patients. [@B22] parametrized their model in such a way that the dimensionality of the augmented data was constant. [@B3] framed their model so that the dimensionality changed depending on whether a patient experienced a colonization or not and used RJMCMC ([@B8]) to account for this. We note in passing that since their model was in discrete time, RJMCMC was not strictly speaking necessary. As our model will allow for zero or multiple colonization, progression and decolonization events in a patient episode, and is a continuous time model, the dimensionality is truly variable and RJMCMC, which we employ, or an alternative such as birth-death MCMC ([@B21]), is necessary.
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}{}$D^-$\end{document}$ represent the current state of the augmented data for all but the episode being updated, we can write the conditional posterior for this episode as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$v'_j = u_j, j=1 \ldots y$\end{document}$, in effect simply switching the role of the active and auxiliary variables. This transformation is clearly reversible and has Jacobian 1.
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To calculate the ratio of the probabilities of the incumbent and proposed states we note that when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(t(a),t(d))$\end{document}$ cancel. The exception to this occurs when there is a subsequent inpatient episode for the patient whose episode is being updated. In this case the contribution from the admission event for that episode also has to be adjusted. Thus, computation of this posterior density is relatively efficient depending only the number of events that occur during the episode, and is independent of the length of the study.

2.7 Model selection methods {#SEC2.7}
---------------------------

We have implemented, and will compare below, three methods for model selection: cross validation, the DIC and the WAIC. Here we let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To evaluate the cross validation predictive probability, we consider leaving out sets of test results indexed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In its standard form the DIC is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The WAIC is based on the log posterior predictive probability and, again, a penalty term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.8 Computational complexity {#SEC2.8}
----------------------------

The computational structure of the MCMC updates made here is the same as that done by [@B22], so, again, the computational time required is dominated by that needed to make a scan of updates to the patient histories. When a patient history is updated it affects the states associated with all events that take place during their inpatient stay which is roughly proportional to the number of other patients in the unit at that time. Thus, in the worst case, which is when each unit is at capacity, a complete sweep of updates to the patient histories and parameters can be done in time of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$I$\end{document}$ is computationally demanding, we avoid leave one out cross validation and instead make 10 runs leaving out roughly 10% of the test results each time with each test result randomly allocated to one decile. We typically make an initial burn-in run of MCMC updates using all the test data to obtain initial parameter estimates. Then each of the 10 deciles is omitted, another burn-in run is made to allow the parameter estimates and augmented data to adjust, and then a further run is made under which the predictive probabilities are estimated. These latter 2 steps are repeated for each decile.
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}{}$\bar{\theta}$\end{document}$. The second to obtain the likelihoods of the simulated complete data under these parameters and their likelihoods under the simulated parameter values.

For the WAIC, the augmented data are effectively considered as parameters and the integrals required, using either version of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$p_w$\end{document}$, can be evaluated from the same run of MCMC simulations used to obtain parameter posterior distributions, making this the most computationally attractive option.

2.9 Identifiability and over parametrization {#SEC2.9}
--------------------------------------------

Our framework and programs enable a wide range of model extensions and are flexible enough to accommodate unit specific, facility specific or system wide parameters. Full exploitation of this, however, is of questionable value as it can lead to serious over parametrization and the possibility of parameters becoming unidentifiable. Even in situations where, given the augmented data, parameters can be independently estimated, there may be identifiability issues when we integrate over the hidden variables. Evidence of this was shown by [@B22] where negative correlation was seen between, for instance, estimates of importation probabilities and in unit colonization rates with different imputations of the hidden variables explaining the observed positive tests as due to either importation or colonization. While such issues could be addressed by constraints imposed by strongly informative prior distributions, we would advise against these extensions other than where strongly justified by the data. One such situation is when qualitatively different tests are used for pathogen detection. For instance, MRSA surveillance tests usually use nasal or dermal swabs while clinical tests may use blood.

3. Data analysis {#SEC3}
================

We present an analysis of data including admission, discharge and transfer times for patients at a Veterans Affairs (VA) acute care hospital. Transfers are handled in our analysis as a discharge and concurrent admission to another unit. The data also include the times and results of MRSA surveillance tests which were carried out on patients at admission, discharge and transfer, and cover all patients that were admitted during a 1 year period beginning 1 January 2008. All data management and analysis was carried out within the VA Informatics and Computing Infrastructure environment. The acute care facility was made up of seven units which we order in decreasing total number of admissions: General Acute Medicine, Telemetry, General Surgery, Medical ICU, Surgical ICU, Intermediate Medicine and Neurology. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} gives a summary of patient movements into and between the seven units, and also the number of positive and negative tests for each unit. The sequences of test results for each patient, up to their fifth test is given in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} gives the daily counts of patients in each unit throughout the study period and also the proportion of current inpatients who had positive tests prior to that time.

Table 1Summary of unit admission and transfer historiesUnit1234567TotalPatients in situ16127742048New admissions8759457842762791613221Readmissions from unit        NameNumber        General Acute Medicine127417813213662938883Telemetry23041937410260239765General Surgery313781117381081451627Medical ICU425515464134103530Surgical ICU54156330471404492Intermediate Medicine655273216552142Neurology76672910646Total admissions196316521547637582279946754Mean length of stay in days3.322.462.803.473.394.093.033.04Positive MRSA tests36917315893463310882Negative MRSA tests3024252522546615701811349349Positives per patient day0.0570.0430.0360.0420.0230.0290.0350.043

Table 2Summary of test result sequences. The sequences are for whole patient histories regardless of the number of inpatient episodes and the times between them. For five or more tests only the results of the first 5 are reported![](dqx010t2.jpg)

![The left column gives plots of each unit's inpatient count by day. The right column gives the percent of patients in the unit who had had a positive test during the study period prior to that day.](dqx010f1){#F1}

In order to investigate appropriate modelling of this system, and potential differences in colonization rates by unit, we fitted the parameters for 18 different models. We considered the SI, SIS and SEIS models each with either a constant, a density dependent or a frequency dependent colonization rate. For each of these combinations, we considered models with a common colonization rate for all units and with unit specific colonization rates.

The MRSA tests were all nasal swabs surveillance tests and we have assumed the same false negative probability for all tests throughout the facility. Similarly, we have assumed a common out of unit Markov process for all units.

All binomial and multinomial parameters were assigned uniform or uniform Dirichlet priors, and all rate parameters were assigned exponential unit rate priors.

In order to calculate parameter estimates and the WAIC, an MCMC run of 5000 iterations was made for each model. The first 1000 iterations were discarded and a sample of parameter values was collected from the remaining 4000. The parameters were estimated using the means of the sample. The posterior predictive probabilities needed to calculate either version of the WAIC were also estimated from these 4000 simulations. We then made a further run of 4000 simulations that were used to compute the differences between deviances under the simulated parameter values and the overall mean parameter values as required for the DIC. DIC and WAIC results are presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Two versions of the WAIC are given: WAIC 1 uses ([28](#dqx010M28){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and WAIC 2 uses ([30](#dqx010M30){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to calculate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$p_w$\end{document}$. [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} gives the estimates for the test false negative probability, the in situ status probabilities, and the state probabilities for the limiting case of the out of unit process for each model. [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} gives the estimates for the in unit colonization process rates.

Table 3Model choice statistics Model LCVPPDICWAIC 1WAIC 2   ValueRankValueRankValueRankValueRankTwo states. SISingle colonization rateCons0.0904813267080100.26611130.2863113Dens0.1083018293194150.28687150.3065315Freq0.0996617302150170.29778170.3175817Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.0909514273276120.27298140.2929214Dens0.0985915322853180.31917180.3401218Freq0.0993316294968160.28873160.3083916Two states. SISSingle colonization rateCons0.086661026488220.2387580.261298Dens0.086658.526576070.2361730.259063Freq0.086941126554760.24002110.2624311Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.08561526626080.23929100.2617610Dens0.08641726645690.2369650.259735Freq0.087141226507330.2391690.261689Three states. SEISSingle colonization rateCons0.084184274359130.2353810.258351Dens0.08630626553650.2366340.259454Freq0.086658.526375310.2375570.260257Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.082061272803110.2372360.259906Dens0.08390226514440.24148120.2637112Freq0.084163274415140.2357620.258642

Table 4Test, in situ, and out of unit process parameter estimates. The estimates are the posterior means of a sample of 4000 observations. Estimates of the standard deviation of the posterior parameter marginals are given in italic text   Test false negative probabilityIn situ state probabilitiesOut of unit limiting state probabilitiesModel012012Two states. SISingle colonization rateCons0.4430.725---0.2750.871---0.129 *0.0140.071*---*0.0710.006*---*0.006*Dens0.4800.712---0.2880.849---0.151 *0.0130.073*---*0.0730.007*---*0.007*Freq0.5000.710---0.2900.842---0.158 *0.0130.074*---*0.0740.007*---*0.007*Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.4550.718---0.2820.867---0.133 *0.0130.071*---*0.0710.007*---*0.007*Dens0.5340.678---0.3220.829---0.171 *0.0130.077*---*0.0770.008*---*0.008*Freq0.4840.709---0.2910.847---0.153 *0.0130.072*---*0.0720.007*---*0.007*Two states. SISSingle colonization rateCons0.3900.754---0.2460.880---0.120 *0.0150.072*---*0.0720.006*---*0.006*Dens0.3840.759---0.2410.881---0.119 *0.0150.075*---*0.0750.006*---*0.006*Freq0.3920.754---0.2460.880---0.120 *0.0150.075*---*0.0750.006*---*0.006*Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.3910.769---0.2310.880---0.120 *0.0150.073*---*0.0730.006*---*0.006*Dens0.3860.756---0.2440.881---0.119 *0.0150.073*---*0.0730.006*---*0.006*Freq0.3900.759---0.2410.881---0.119 *0.0150.072*---*0.0720.007*---*0.007*Three states. SEISSingle colonization rateCons0.3830.7540.0620.1840.8790.0030.118 *0.0150.0720.0550.0800.0060.0010.006*Dens0.3850.7530.0350.2120.8800.0010.119 *0.0150.0700.0320.0660.0060.0010.006*Freq0.3870.7540.0480.1990.8810.0000.119 *0.0150.0710.0380.0680.0060.0000.006*Unit specific colonization ratesCons0.3870.7600.0510.1900.8800.0010.119 *0.0150.0660.0480.0690.0060.0010.006*Dens0.3950.7090.0790.2120.8800.0010.119 *0.0150.0740.0530.0700.0060.0010.006*Freq0.3840.7530.0480.1990.8800.0020.118 *0.0150.0730.0430.0680.0060.0010.006*

Table 5In unit colonization process parameter estimates. The estimates are the posterior means of a sample of 4000 observations. Estimates of the standard deviation of the posterior parameter marginals are given in italic text. All rates and standard deviations have been multiplied by 1000000 Model ProgressionDecolonizationAllColonization rate by unit1234567Two states. SISingle colonization rateCons------60--------------------- ------*62*---------------------Dens------29--------------------- ------*29*---------------------Freq------348--------------------- ------*353*---------------------Unit specific colonization ratesCons---------3041337881159553 ---------*78112882162264221413*Dens---------7192548921693619 ---------*1855621412654899731*Freq---------13230530544373510089129 ---------*36680677512061709248223717*Two states. SISSingle colonization rateCons---139159--------------------- ---*82660*---------------------Dens---167030--------------------- ---*107130*---------------------Freq---1028379--------------------- ---*942376*---------------------Unit specific colonization ratesCons---1346---2840399397184557 ---*1006*---*691041102292414761452*Dens---923---73133631181748319 ---*877*---*19757717032744620066*Freq---962---13836638141780675817374 ---*855*---*36892097910962020193247784*Three states. SEISSingle colonization rateCons719497161456--------------------- *30215394256*---------------------Dens317847111930--------------------- *21825781230*---------------------Freq873119594390--------------------- *790277643392*---------------------Unit specific colonization ratesCons1107499792---2942378278181679 *695752699*---*72110932342254861645*Dens466430565---72926641381597478 *454764565*---*20757016437742320274*Freq487941495---15042631543274077818408 *203982512*---*371106682913162023217449470*

For each model, a separate series of MCMC samples was generated in order to calculate the cross validation score. In each case, an initial run of 500 simulations was made with all test data included. One-tenth of the data was then omitted and 1000 more updates made. The first 500 were discarded and the second 500 were used to obtain predictive probabilities for the omitted results. This was repeated for each of the remaining 9 tenths. The log of the mean predictive probability is given in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

4. Discussion {#SEC4}
=============

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows strong agreement between the LCVPP and the WAIC statistics. They both generally favour SEIS over SIS over SI models with the mean ranks for these classes of models over variants being 4.1, 8.9 and 15.5 respectively using LCVPP and 5.3, 7.6 and 15.5 using WAIC. Overall, the rank correlation between the two is 76%. Reassuringly, the 2 WAIC statistics give the models identical rankings, and correlate almost perfectly, so at least in this context, either is equally applicable. In contrast to the LCVPP and WAIC, the DIC favours SIS over SEIS over SI models with mean ranks 8.0, 5.8 and 14.7. The rank correlation between it and the LCVPP is only 40% and with the WAIC is 42%.

That the constant rate models do so well is unexpected. The LCVPP ranks the SEIS unit specific constant colonization rate as the best overall and ranks it best of the 3 models in each category. The WAIC ranks the SEIS facility wide constant colonization rate model as the best overall. This brings into question somewhat the thinking behind the density and frequency dependent colonization assumptions. These are intended to model colonization by direct contact between colonized and susceptible patients when the number of potential interactions either grows linearly with the number of patients in the unit or is constant. Transmission of bacteria between patients is believed to be mediated primarily by contact involving healthcare workers and environmental surfaces rather than direct contact between patients, indeed, in many settings, particularly ICUs, patients are not mobile, so direct patient contact is unlikely. Thus, the environment can serve as a reservoir for acquisition after discharge or transfer of colonized patients. This likely depends on the cumulative recent history of colonized individuals in the unit, not simply on the instantaneous total. In modelling terms, it seems that there should be some lag in the system suggesting that moving average or other time series approaches should be investigated. A further factor may be that the mass action principle is less demonstrable if the prevalence or density of carriage shows little variation over time, and that distinguishing between frequency dependent and density dependent models will be difficult unless there is substantial variation in occupancy. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows that for the larger units, while there is substantial high frequency variation, occupancy numbers are generally stable, as are prevalence of carriage. Units 5, 6 and 7 show more variability, and some evidence of discrete outbreaks, however, the low numbers here limit statistical power. We conclude that because of the rarity of transmissions, distinguishing decisively between modes of transmission will require a larger study.

The LCVPP shows clear support for unit specific colonization rates, the top 3 models all being unit specific SEIS. The LCVPP also generally favours unit specific rates within SI and SIS categories. This is supported by a broad range of rate estimates across the units, as shown in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. Neither the DIC nor the WAIC, however, follow the same pattern. We also note} that rate estimates correlate strongly and negatively with the size of the unit. There are far fewer observations on which to base rate estimates in the smaller units, and hence these have far larger posterior standard deviations. As these distributions are asymmetric the larger variability seems to also pull up the posterior mean. This suggests that using log normal priors, where the mean and variance can change independently, may be more appropriate although this, being non-conjugate, complicates computation. [@B3] used the log normal as did [@B13] in an application of hierarchical modelling to compare colonization rates in a multi-unit intervention trial. We also note that unit 7 draws most of its patients from outside the system, thus, any positive tests observed there cannot be attributed to transfers from other units. Again, given the scarcity of transmissions, larger samples will be needed to overcome the influence of the priors and better evaluate evidence for different colonization rates in the units.

The parameter estimates given in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} are remarkably stable and show no evidence of identifiability issues. The largest effect is that the false-negative test probability is larger for the SI models. Since, under these models, any negative test following a positive test must be a false negative, this is not surprising. While we have not made a formal analysis of [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and note that for brevity we have curtailed the sequence runs at 5, informal inspection reveals more sequences that follow the *positive--negative* pattern, favouring decolonization, than follow the *positive--negative--positive* pattern that would more strongly favour a higher false-negative rate. The average time spent in the latent state in SEIS models ranges from around 0.9 days for the constant model to around 3.2 days for the density dependent model. Estimates for the mean latent period for the outpatient process were broadly in line but showed more variability ranging from 0.8 to 13.1 days. Given that no data is collected during outpatient periods, the increased variability is not surprising. Although we consider the latency between colonization and detectability or infectiousness, as opposed to the more usual latency between acquisition and clinical infection, we would expect these to be of comparable magnitude and our estimates are consistent with what is known about MRSA ([@B4]). Nonetheless, we hesitate to interpret these estimates too directly. It may be that any improvement in predictive power of the SEIS model over the SIS is less to do with the existence of a latent state per se, and more to do with the slight lag it introduces into the system as discussed above.

The correlation of the LCVPP with the WAIC is far better than with the DIC, and given that the WAIC can be calculated at the same time as the parameter posterior samples are generated, we see no reason to pursue the DIC any further in this context. However, there is enough disagreement between LCVPP and WAIC that, despite theoretical results of asymptotic equivalence and ease of computation, the additional effort required for cross validation by decimation is indeed worthwhile, and the LCVPP statistic remains the best basis for model selection. This may be a situation where fitted and predictive errors converge slowly due to the discrete nature of our test result data having a strong effect on the imputation of the augmented data.

The programs used in this work are available from the corresponding author. While they are written to handle multiple facilities in a general way, adapting them for any specific sets of models would require some C++ programming. We hope in future to provide a more accessible method of using them, perhaps using the R statistical environment ([@B18]).
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